Swagger Carl Deuker
Getting the books Swagger Carl Deuker now is not type of challenging means. You could not on
your own going afterward book store or library or borrowing from your associates to approach them.
This is an totally simple means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online declaration Swagger
Carl Deuker can be one of the options to accompany you considering having new time.
It will not waste your time. acknowledge me, the e-book will unconditionally melody you extra thing
to read. Just invest tiny get older to door this on-line publication Swagger Carl Deuker as
competently as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Speak - Laurie Halse Anderson 2011-05-10
The extraordinary, groundbreaking novel from
Laurie Halse Anderson, with more than 2.5
million copies sold! The first ten lies they tell you
in high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want
to know what you have to say." From the first
moment of her freshman year at Merryweather
High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of
the nonsense of high school. She is friendless,
outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer
party by calling the cops, so now nobody will
talk to her, let alone listen to her. As time
passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and
practically stops talking altogether. Only her art
class offers any solace, and it is through her
work on an art project that she is finally able to
face what really happened at that terrible party:
she was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who
still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to
her. Her healing process has just begun when
she has another violent encounter with him. But
this time Melinda fights back, refuses to be
silent, and thereby achieves a measure of
vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's powerful
novel, an utterly believable heroine with a
bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to the
hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for
many a disenfranchised teenager while
demonstrating the importance of speaking up for
oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award
Finalist for Young People's Literature.
Heaven Is Paved with Oreos - Catherine Gilbert
Murdock 2013
Fourteen-year-old Sarah keeps a journal of her
pilgrimage to Rome with her eccentric
grandmother, Z, her evolving relationship with
best friend Curtis, and daily conversations with

Curtis's sister and star athlete, D.J.
Bang - Barry Lyga 2017-04-18
"Fans of 13 Reasons Why will find a lot to like in
Lyga's latest." --Entertainment Weekly This is
Where it Ends, Hate List, and Forgive Me,
Leonard Peacock readers will appreciate this
heartbreaking novel about living with your worst
mistake, from New York Times bestselling
author Barry Lyga. Sebastian Cody did
something horrible, something no one--not even
Sebastian himself--can forgive. At the age of
four, he accidentally shot and killed his infant
sister with his father's gun. Now, ten years later,
Sebastian has lived with the guilt and horror for
his entire life. With his best friend away for the
summer, Sebastian has only a new friend,
Aneesa, to distract him from his darkest
thoughts. But even this relationship cannot blunt
the pain of his past. Because Sebastian knows
exactly how to rectify his childhood crime and
sanctify his past. It took a gun to get him into
this. Now he needs a gun to get out. Unflinching
and honest, Bang is the story of one boy and one
moment in time that cannot be reclaimed, as
true and as relevant as tomorrow's headlines.
Swagger - Carl Deuker 2013
High school senior point guard Jonas Dolan is on
the fast track to a basketball career until an
unthinkable choice puts his future on the line.
Runner - Carl Deuker 2007
Living with his alcoholic father on a brokendown sailboat on Puget Sound has been hard on
seventeen-year-old Chance Taylor, but when his
love of running leads to a high-paying job, he
quickly learns that the money is not worth the
risk. Reprint.
Noggin - John Corey Whaley 2014-04-08
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2014 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST
Travis Coates has a good head…on someone
else’s shoulders. A touching, hilarious “tour de
force of imagination and empathy” (Booklist,
starred review) from John Corey Whaley, author
of the Printz and Morris Award–winning Where
Things Come Back. Listen—Travis Coates was
alive once and then he wasn’t. Now he’s alive
again. Simple as that. The in between part is still
a little fuzzy, but Travis can tell you that, at
some point or another, his head got chopped off
and shoved into a freezer in Denver, Colorado.
Five years later, it was reattached to some other
guy’s body, and well, here he is. Despite all
logic, he’s still sixteen, but everything and
everyone around him has changed. That includes
his bedroom, his parents, his best friend, and his
girlfriend. Or maybe she’s not his girlfriend
anymore? That’s a bit fuzzy too. Looks like if the
new Travis and the old Travis are ever going to
find a way to exist together, there are going to
be a few more scars. Oh well, you only live
twice.
The Beauty That Remains - Ashley Woodfolk
2019-03-12
Told from three diverse points of view, this story
of life and love after loss is one Angie Thomas,
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Hate U Give, believes "will stay with you
long after you put it down." We've lost
everything . . . and found ourselves. Loss pulled
Autumn, Shay, and Logan apart. Will music
bring them back together? Autumn always knew
exactly who she was: a talented artist and a loyal
friend. Shay was defined by two things: her bond
with her twin sister, Sasha, and her love of
music. And Logan has always turned to writing
love songs when his real love life was a little less
than perfect. But when tragedy strikes each of
them, somehow music is no longer enough. Now
Logan can't stop watching vlogs of his dead exboyfriend. Shay is a music blogger who's
struggling to keep it together. And Autumn
sends messages that she knows can never be
answered. Despite the odds, one band's music
will reunite them and prove that after grief,
beauty thrives in the people left behind.
"Woodfolk's debut cuts deeply, and then wipes
your tears away. Wrenching, heartfelt, and
vividly human." --Becky Albertalli, author of
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda

Mechanica (bk 1) - Betsy Cornwell 2015
"A retelling of Cinderella about an indomitable
inventor-mechanic who finds her prince but
realizes she doesn't want a fairy tale happy
ending after all"-Cut Me Free - J. R. Johansson 2015-01-27
Seventeen-year-old Charlotte barely escaped
from her abusive parents. Her little brother,
Sam, wasn't as lucky. Now she's trying to begin
the new life she always dreamed of for them, but
never thought she'd have to experience alone.
She's hired a techie-genius with a knack for
forgery to remove the last ties to her old life. But
while she can erase her former identity, she
can't rid herself of the memories. And her
troubled history won't let her ignore the little
girl she sees one day in the park. The girl with
the bruises and burn marks.That's when
Charlotte begins to receive the messages.
Threatening notes left in her apartment--without
a trace of entry. And they're addressed to Piper,
her old name. As the messages grow in
frequency, she doesn't just need to uncover who
is leaving them; she needs to stop whoever it is
before anyone else she loves ends up dead.
Miracle on 49th Street - Mike Lupica 2007-10-04
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of Heat, Travel Team and Million-Dollar Throw.
Josh Cameron is MVP of the championship
Boston Celtics and a media darling with a
spotless reputation. He has it all . . . including a
daughter he never knew. When twelve-year-old
Molly Parker arrives in his life, claiming to be
his daughter, she catches him off guard. Molly
says her mom, Jen, revealed his identity before
losing her battle with cancer. Josh isn't so sure
about this girl—she must be trying to scam him
for his money. Still, there's something about
Molly that reminds him so much of Jen. But as
Molly gets to know the real Josh, the one the
camera never sees, she starts to understand why
her mother never wanted her to know her dad.
Josh has room in his heart for only two things:
basketball and himself. Does Molly really want
this man for a father? Together, these two
strangers learn that sometimes, for things to end
up the way you want them to, you have to fire up
a prayer at the buzzer and hope it goes in.
The Body of Christopher Creed - Carol PlumUcci 2008
Torey Adams, a high school junior with a
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seemingly perfect life, struggles with doubts and
questions surrounding the mysterious
disappearance of the class outcast.
Crazy - Amy Reed 2013-05-21
Connor and Izzy, two teens who met at a
summer art camp in the Pacific Northwest
where they were counsellors, share a series of
emails in which they confide in one another,
eventally causing Connor to become worried
when he realizes that Izzy's emotionalhighs and
lows are too extreme.
On the Devil's Court - Carl Deuker 2008-09-01
What would you give to be your school's
superstar? After reading Dr. Faustus, Joe
considers the merits of selling his soul to the
devil. Suddenly, he finds himself changing from
a lousy basketball player and a C student to the
star athlete he always dreamed he could be.
Even though he isn't sure if he actually made a
deal with the devil, he can't help but enjoy the
benefits that come with his newfound abilities.
But is achieving his dreams worth what he may
have given up? In this coming of age sports
novel, Joe learns the power of belief and that the
only goals worth attaining are the ones that you
earn -- on your own.
Beanball - Gene Fehler 2008-02-18
It's the last inning of a high school baseball
game between arch-rivals Oak Grove and
Compton. Center fielder Luke "Wizard" Wallace
steps up to the plate--and is hit by a beanball, a
wild pitch that shatters his skull, destroys the
vision in his left eye, and changes his life
forever. In this riveting novel, the events
surrounding this pivotal moment are recounted
through free-verse monologues by 28 different
voices, including those of Luke and his Oak
Grove teammates; the pitcher, Kyle Dawkins,
and other Compton players; the two coaches;
Luke's family members and teachers; and Sarah
Edgerton, a new classmate who seems more
affected by Luke's injury than his girlfriend is.
With its unusual format, gripping subject matter,
and economy of language, Beanball is a thoughtprovoking, fast-paced read.
Swagger - Carl Deuker 2015-03-20
High school senior point guard Jonas Dolan is on
the fast track to a basketball career until an
unthinkable choice puts his future on the line.
Carl Deuker Collection - Carl Deuker
2021-09-28

For the first time ever, comes a digital boxed set
containing Gym Candy, Payback Time, Night
Hoops, and Runner, four books from awardwinning sportswriter Carl Deuker.
The Queen of Kentucky - Alecia Whitaker
2012-01-02
Fourteen-year-old Kentucky girl Ricki Jo
Winstead, who would prefer to be called Ericka,
thank you very much, is eager to shed her
farmer's daughter roots and and fit in with the
popular crowd at her small-town high school.
She trades her Bible for Seventeen magazine,
buys new "sophisticated" clothes, and strikes up
an unlikely flirtation with the freshman class's
resident bad boy. She's on top of the world, even
though her best friend and neighbor, Luke, say
she misses "plain old Ricki Jo." Caught between
being a country girl and a wannabe country club
girl, Ricki Jo begins to forget who she truly is:
someone who doesn't care what people think
and who wouldn't let a good-looking guy walk all
over her. After a serious incident on Luke's farm,
Ricki Jo realizes that being a true friend is more
important than being popular... and the one boy
who matters most has been next door all along.
Painting the Black - Carl Deuker 1997-04-28
In his senior year of high school, late bloomer
Ryan Ward has just begun to feel the magic of
baseball - the magic of catching a wicked slider,
of throwing a runner out, of training hard and
playing hard and pushing his limits. Giving up
baseball would be like getting off the most
exciting ride of his life. But when one of his
teammates clearly pushes the limits too far,
Ryan is faced with a heartbreaking dilemma: he
must choose between his love for the game and
his sense of integrity - two things that, in his
mind, baseball should bring together.
Scorpions - Walter Dean Myers 2009-10-06
The Scorpions are a gun-toting Harlem gang,
and Jamal Hicks is about to become tragically
involved with them in this authentic tale of the
sacrifice of innocence and the struggle to steer
clear of violence. This Newbery Honor Book will
challenge young men to consider their own
decisions as they come of age in a complex and
often frustrating society. Pushed by a bully to
fight and nagged by his principal, Jamal is
having a difficult time staying in school. His
home life is not much better, with his mother
working her fingers to the bone to try to earn
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the money for an appeal for Jamal's jailed older
brother, Randy. Jamal wants to do the right
thing and help earn the money to free his
brother by working, but he's afraid to go against
the Scorpions. Jamal eventually pulls free of the
gang's bad influence, but only through the
narrowest of escapes. Walter Dean Myers, fivetime winner of the Coretta Scott King Award,
sensitively explores the loyalty and love between
friends faced with hard choices. Scorpions is 25
years old, but the issues of poverty and violence
make it a timeless powerful read—sadly as
relevant as ever.
Gutless - Carl Deuker 2016-09-06
From the author of Gym Candy comes a novel of
football and bullying, finding friends and finding
courage. With both good speed and good hands,
wide receiver Brock Ripley should be a natural
for the varsity team, but he shies away from
physical contact. When he gets cut from varsity,
he also loses his friendship with star
quarterback Hunter Gates who begins lashing
out at not only Brock, but also Brock’s friend,
the quiet and smart Richie Fang. Brock wants to
stand up for Fang, but he is younger, smaller,
and doesn’t want to cause problems. But when
the bullying goes too far, will Brock be able to
face his fears, stop being a bystander, and prove
to himself that he is brave enough?
High Heat - Carl Deuker 2005-03-15
As the star closer for his high school baseball
team, Shane Hunter is untouchable. Firing
fastballs at ninety miles per hour, he loves being
a winner. But when his father is accused of a
crime, Shane's charmed world is turned upside
down. Nothing is the way it once was, and
Shane's not sure he wants to -- or even can -pitch ever again. But like baseball, life
sometimes throws you curves, and Shane
discovers it's how you play the game that counts
most of all.
Love, Lucas - Chantele Sedgwick 2015-05-05
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful
story of loss, second chances, and first love,
reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John Green.
When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother,
Lucas, to cancer, she thinks she’ll never recover.
Between her parents’ arguing and the battle
she’s fighting with depression, she feels nothing
inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom
suggests they spend a few months in California

with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of
scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to
give it a try. In California, Oakley discovers a
sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach
house. Once they’re settled, Mom hands her a
notebook full of letters addressed to her—from
Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she
realizes how much he loved her, and each letter
challenges her to be better and to continue to
enjoy her life. He wants her to move on. If only it
were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson
comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He
makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is
surprised by how much she cares for him, and
that’s when things get complicated. How can she
fall in love and be happy when Lucas never got
the chance to do those very same things? With
her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley
knows she must learn to listen and trust again.
But will she have to leave the past behind to find
happiness in the future? Sky Pony Press, with
our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints,
is proud to publish a broad range of books for
young readers—picture books for small children,
chapter books, books for middle grade readers,
and novels for young adults. Our list includes
bestsellers for children who love to play
Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and
the environment, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
Genius - Leopoldo Gout 2016-05-03
Three teen geniuses from around the world must
win a Game witht he highest of stakes in this
action-packed novel.
A List of Cages - Robin Roe 2017-01-04
This "gripping and moving" story of two foster
brothers sharply examines the impact of loss,
grief, and abuse (Emma Donohgue, bestselling
author of Room) -- and celebrates the power of
friendship. When Adam Blake lands the best
elective ever in his senior year, serving as an
aide to the school psychologist, he thinks he's
got it made. Sure, it means a lot of sitting
around, which isn't easy for a guy with ADHD,
but he can't complain, since he gets to spend the
period texting all his friends. Then the doctor
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asks him to track down the troubled freshman
who keeps dodging her, and Adam discovers that
the boy is Julian -- the foster brother he hasn't
seen in five years. Adam is ecstatic to be
reunited. At first, Julian seems like the boy he
once knew. He's still kind hearted. He still writes
stories and loves picture books meant for little
kids. But as they spend more time together,
Adam realizes that Julian is keeping secrets, like
where he hides during the middle of the day, and
what's really going on inside his house. Adam is
determined to help him, but his involvement
could cost both boys their lives. First-time
novelist Robin Roe relied on life experience
when writing this exquisite, gripping story
featuring two lionhearted characters.
Payback Time - Carl Deuker 2010
Hoping to land the first real story of his career
by interviewing reluctant cornerback Angel
Marichal, high school journalist Mitch True
attempts to learn why Coach McNulty appears to
be holding back the promising young athlete. By
the award-winning author of Gym Candy.
Golden Arm - Carl Deuker 2020
Lazarus Weathers, a high school senior from the
wrong side of the tracks, seeks to protect his
half-brother while pitching his way out of
poverty, one strike at a time.
What You Left Behind - Jessica Verdi
2015-08-04
Jessica Verdi, the author of My Life After Now
and The Summer I Wasn't Me, returns with a
heartbreaking and poignant novel of grief and
guilt that reads like Nicholas Sparks for teens.
It's all Ryden's fault. If he hadn't gotten Meg
pregnant, she would have never stopped her
chemo treatments and would still be alive.
Instead he's failing fatherhood one dirty diaper
at a time. And it's not like he's had time to grieve
while struggling to care for their infant
daughter, start his senior year, and earn the
soccer scholarship he needs to go to college. The
one person who makes Ryden feel like his old
self is Joni. She's fun and energetic-and doesn't
know he has a baby. But the more time they
spend together, the harder it becomes to keep
his two worlds separate. Finding one of Meg's
journals only stirs up old emotions. Ryden's
convinced Meg left other notebooks for him to
find, some message to help his new life make
sense. But how is he going to have a future if he

can't let go of the past? "Ryden's story is a
moving illustration of how sometimes you have
to let go of the life you planned to embrace the
life you've been given. A strong, characterdriven story that teen readers will love."-Carrie
Arcos, National Book Award Finalist for Out of
Reach
Heart of a Champion - Carl Deuker 2009-05-30
Jimmy Winter is a born star on the baseball field,
and Seth Barnam can only dream of being as
talented. Still, the two baseball fanatics have the
kind of friendship that should last forever. But
when Seth experiences an unthinkable loss, he's
forced to find his own personal strength--on and
off the field. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults
An ALA Best Book for Reluctant Readers A New
York Public Library Book for the Teen Age
Pennsylvania Young Reader's Choice Book of the
Year
Untwine - Edwidge Danticat 2015-09-29
A haunting and mesmerizing story about
sisterhood, family, love and loss by literary
luminary Edwidge Danticat. Giselle Boyer and
her identical twin, Isabelle, are as close as
sisters can be, even as their family seems to be
unraveling. Then the Boyers have a tragic
encounter that will shatter everyone's world
forever.Giselle wakes up in the hospital, injured
and unable to speak or move. Trapped in the
prison of her own body, Giselle must revisit her
past in order to understand how the people
closest to her -- her friends, her parents, and
above all, Isabelle, her twin -- have shaped and
defined her. Will she allow her love for her
family and friends to lead her to recovery? Or
will she remain lost in a spiral of longing and
regret?Untwine is a spellbinding tale, lyrical and
filled with love, mystery, humor, and heartbreak.
Award-winning author Edwidge Danticat brings
her extraordinary talent to this graceful and
unflinching examination of the bonds of
friendship, romance, family, the horrors of loss,
and the strength we must discover in ourselves
when all seems hopeless.
Dear Life, You Suck - Scott Blagden 2013
Irreverent, foul-mouthed, seventeen-year-old
Cricket Cherpin, living under the watchful eye of
Mother Mary at a Catholic boys' home in Maine,
has such bleak prospects he is considering
suicide when Wynona Bidaban steps into his
world.
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I Have No Secrets - Penny Joelson 2019-11-05
Jemma knows who the murderer is. She knows
because he told her. He thought his secret was
safe because Jemma can't speak or move. But
Jemma observes all kinds of things about
everyone around her. His secret is just one of
them. And when a new technology means she
may be able to communicate and reveal all she
knows, Jemma no longer feels powerless in the
face of this deadly secret. It's a race against time
before the killer acts again...or tries to stop her.
Ironman - Chris Crutcher 2009-09-22
Bo Brewster has been at war with his father for
as long as he can remember. Following angry
outbursts at his football coach and English
teacher that have cost him his spot on the
football team and moved him dangerously close
to expulsion from school, he turns to the only
adult he believes will listen: Larry King. In his
letters to Larry, Bo describes his quest for
excellence on his own terms. No more coaches
for me, he tells the talk show icon, no more dads.
I'm going to be a triathlete, an Ironman.
Relegated to Mr. Nak's before-school Anger
Management group (which he initially believes
to be populated with future serial killers and
freeway snipers), Bo meets a hard-edged, downon-their-luck pack of survivors with stainless
steel shields against the world that Bo comes to
see are not so different from his own. It is here
he meets and falls in love with Shelly, a future
American Gladiator, whose passion for physical
challenge more than matches his. Ironman is a
funny, sometimes heartbreaking story about
growing up in the heart of struggle. It is about
standing up, getting knocked down, and
standing up again. It is about being heard--and
learning to listen.
Swagger - Carl Deuker 2013-11-05
Levi was simple, like a child. It was the best
thing about him, and it was the worst, too. When
high school senior Jonas moves to Seattle, he is
glad to meet Levi, a nice, soft-spoken guy and
fellow basketball player. Suspense builds like a
slow drumbeat as readers start to smell a rat in
Ryan Hartwell, a charismatic basketball coach
and sexual predator. When Levi reluctantly tells
Jonas that Hartwell abused him, Jonas has to
decide whether he should risk his future career
to report the coach. Pitch-perfect basketball
plays, well-developed characters, and fine

storytelling make this psychological sports novel
a slam dunk.
Swagger - Carl Deuker 2015-01-02
Moving to Seattle in the hope of pursuing a
professional basketball career, high school
senior Jonas befriends innocent, soft-spoken
teammate Levi and risks everything when Levi
confides in Jonas that he has been sexually
abused by their charismatic coach. By the
award-winning author of Heart of a Champion.
20,000 first printing.
Highly Illogical Behavior - John Corey Whaley
2017-06-13
From a Printz and Morris Award-winning author
comes a quirky story of coming-of-age, coming
out, friendship, love...and agoraphobia. Sixteenyear-old Solomon has agoraphobia. He hasn't
left his house in 3 years. Ambitious Lisa is
desperate to get into a top-tier psychology
program. And so when Lisa learns about
Solomon, she decides to befriend him, cure him,
and then write about it for her college
application. To earn Solomon's trust, she
introduces him to her boyfriend Clark, and starts
to reveal her own secrets. But what started as an
experiment leads to a real friendship, with all
three growing close. But when the truth comes
out, what erupts could destroy them all. Funny
and heartwarming, Highly Illogical Behavior is a
fascinating exploration of what makes us tick,
and how the connections between us may be the
most important things of all. “At a time when
young adult literature is actively picking away at
the stigma of mental illness, Whaley carves off a
healthy chunk with style, sensitivity and humor. .
. . ELECTRIFYING.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Tender and funny.”—People Magazine,
Summer's Best Books of 2016
Watched - Marina Budhos 2016-09-13
An extraordinary and timely novel, a Walter
Dean Myers Award Honor Book, examines what
it’s like to grow up under surveillance in
America. Be careful what you say and who you
say it to. Anyone might be a watcher. Naeem is a
Bangledeshi teenager living in Queens who
thinks he can charm his way through anything.
But then mistakes catch up with him. So do the
cops, who offer him an impossible choice: spy on
his Muslim neighbors and report back to them
on shady goings-on, or face a police record.
Naeem wants to be a hero—a protector. He
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wants his parents to be proud of him. But as
time goes on, the line between informing and
entrapping blurs. Is he saving or betraying his
community? Inspired by actual surveillance
practices in New York City and elsewhere,
Marina Budhos’s extraordinary and timely novel
examines what it’s like to grow up with Big
Brother always watching. Naeem’s riveting story
is as vivid and involving as today’s headlines.
Walter Dean Myers Award Honor Book, We
Need Diverse Books Asian/Pacific American
Award for Literature Honor Book YALSA Best YA
Fiction for Young Adults “A fast-moving,
gripping tale.” —SLJ, Starred
Black and White - Paul Volponi 2006
Two star high school basketball players, one
black and one white, experience the justice
system differently after committing a crime
together and getting caught. An ALA Best Book
for Young Adults. Reprint.
Eliza and Her Monsters - Francesca Zappia
2017-05-30
“A love letter to fandom, friendship, and the
stories that shape us, Eliza and Her Monsters is
absolutely magical.”—Marieke Nijkamp, New
York Times–bestselling author of This Is Where
It Ends Eighteen-year-old Eliza Mirk is the
anonymous creator of the wildly popular
webcomic Monstrous Sea, but when a new boy
at school tempts her to live a life offline,
everything she’s worked for begins to crumble.
Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl meets Noelle
Stevenson’s Nimona in this acclaimed novel
about art, fandom, and finding the courage to be
yourself. “A must-have.”—School Library Journal
In the real world, Eliza Mirk is shy, weird, and
friendless. Online, Eliza is LadyConstellation,
anonymous creator of a popular webcomic called
Monstrous Sea. With millions of followers and
fans throughout the world, Eliza’s persona is
popular. Eliza can’t imagine enjoying the real
world as much as she loves her digital
community. Then Wallace Warland transfers to

her school and Eliza begins to wonder if a life
offline might be worthwhile. But when Eliza’s
secret is accidentally shared with the world,
everything she’s built—her story, her
relationship with Wallace, and even her
sanity—begins to fall apart. With pages from
Eliza’s webcomic, as well as screenshots from
Eliza’s online forums, this book will appeal to
fans of Noelle Stevenson’s Nimona and Rainbow
Rowell’s Fangirl. Young Adult Library Services
Association Best Book Best Fiction for Young
Adults Top Ten Kirkus Best Book Texas Tayshas
Pick
Night Hoops - Carl Deuker 2000
An intricate tapestry of loneliness, friendship,
faithlessness, and betrayal weaves the story of
two boys--Nick Abbott and Trent Dawson--whose
lives become unexpectedly entangled during
basketball season.
Gym Candy - Carl Deuker 2008-09-22
“Look, Mick,” he said, “you’re going to find out
from somebody in the gym, so you might as well
find out from me. Those supplements you’re
taking? They might get you a little bigger, but
just a little. If you’re after serious results, there’s
other stuff that produces better results much
faster, stuff that a lot of guys in the gym use.”
“What other stuff?” “You know what I’m talking
about—gym candy.” Runningback Mick Johnson
has dreams: dreams of cutting back, finding the
hole, breaking into the open, and running free
with nothing but green grass ahead. He has
dreams of winning and of being the best. But
football is a cruel sport. It requires power,
grace, speed, quickness, and knowledge of the
game. It takes luck, too. One crazy bounce can
turn a likely victory into sudden defeat. What
elite athlete wouldn’t look for an edge? A way to
make him bigger, stronger, faster? This novel
explores the dark corners of the heart of a young
football player as he struggles for success under
the always glaring—and often
unforgiving—stadium lights.
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